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The fight against
misinformation
and fake news

Questpass

The fight against
misinformation and
fake news

www.questpass.pl
Poland
Adam Majewski

Exorde

Moneyless paywall combined with new ad format. Questpass works like a
paywall but the ”fee” is the user’s answer to a question referring to the ad.
The reward for clicking the correct answer is free access to the rest of the
article. Gaining access engages only a few seconds of attention and requires
no money. Questpass copes with banner-blindness, ad-blocks, ad-fraud and
multiplies publishers’ revenue while keeping content open to the general
public.

www.exorde.network
France
Térence Gras
Exorde is a new platform specialised in analysing the spread of information
on the Web to create and sell trust scores. By combining blockchain
technology, utility tokens, smart contracts & NLP, Exorde aims to help
Web users navigate the Web while remaining critical with regards to the
information they encounter on it. Exorde provides information virality
predictions, information archiving services and trust scores APIs. Through
our system, we hope to effectively combat misinformation and promote
good journalism, without forcing any change in the way people get their
information today.
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x.news

The fight against
misinformation and
fake news

www.x-news.eu
Austria
Andreas Pongratz
Digital research faces the challenge of having to deal with a tremendous
amount of data and a non-stop flood of information. News verification and
the recognition of fake news, the monitoring of known relevant sources and
the discovery of new ones result in time constraints. x.news™ responds to
this challenge by easily enabling its users to monitor websites, social media,
messengers such as WhatsApp and Line, as well as internal documents
and mails, giving users the capacity to search for new information at the
same time. Significant time savings and flexible usability of the product
makes it internationally attractive for newsrooms as well as government
organizations and corporate clients who want to keep track of their brand.
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Advancing
human-machine
interaction

Wantent

Advancing
human-machine
interaction

www.wantent.io
Ukraine
Oleksii Shaldenko

Circulr

An AI-based solution for evaluating content effectiveness. Wantent is a
unique engagement efficiency solution, which tracks audience reactions
and emotional states, estimates their attitude and engagement level into
the content, and provides recommendations to improve it. We help video
content producers and distributors to determine their target audience
reactions, saving their time on production, marketing budgets, and making
product launch results more predictable.

www.circulrsound.com
Denmark
Enoc Armengol Bermúdez
Circulr Sound is creating the next category of personal AI audio devices
called “Neckphones” with open-sound tech that allows micro-mobility users
to safely and legally enjoy music, calls, podcasts and audiobooks with noninvasive sound tech to their surroundings.
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Movi

Advancing
human-machine
interaction

www.movi.ai
Norway
Lars-Erik Ravn

Rumble Studio

Movi builds and licenses video tech to enable a mobile first, touch based
video experience for app developers around the world. Opening a new world
of opportunities for video apps, creators and their audience. Enabling
touch-based playback, instant remixing, co-creation, sharing and in-video
transactions. All powered by Movi’s unique video playback and big data
insights AI to enable new engagement and monetization opportunities for
next gen content and audiences.

www.rumble.studio
France
Carl Robinson
Rumble Studio is the SaaS platform that enables anyone in your marketing
team to record and publish spoken word audio content quickly, easily and
cost-effectively. With the help of our unique conversational AI, you can
extend your brand to audio channels and achieve your marketing goals.
Rumble Studio is the first company to record asynchronous guest interviews
using conversational A.I. Rumble lets you create more audio content with
less time and effort, and offers a world of new creative possibilities.
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isoft.ai

Advancing
human-machine
interaction

www.isoft.ai
Finland
Erkki Lohiniva

Contilt

Ipodcast.ai solution helps media organizations to automatically create and
distribute voice news and podcasts from various text-based sources like
news articles, documents and web pages. Our solution includes AI technology
which is capable to optimize voice dynamics and content. Produced audio
media is very high quality and optimized to different business areas
requirements.

www.contilt.com
Israel
Adi Omari
At Contilt our mission is to revolutionize the way you create and consume
content. Contilt’s browser- plugin accelerates content writing and
consumption. It enables search result summarization and analysis, dynamic
summarization of web articles, and context sensitive content generation.
Contilt brings what is beyond grammar and spelling fixes and enables true
human-like automation and acceleration of content-centric workflows.
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Facilitating
transition towards a
data-driven media
industry 4.0

Saulx

Facilitating transition
towards a data-driven
media market 4.0

www.saulx.com
Netherlands
Alejandro Tauber

Summy

Tally is a real time audience interaction platform, built to handle the largest
scales. Build custom quizzes, polls, or surveys, design them to fit your brand,
and use the results in real time. Tally is built on our unique real time graph
database, that can scale to millions of concurrently connected users. Turn
your one-way broadcasts into two-way conversations, with ease.

www.summy.global
Netherlands
Timo Nijhof
It’s impossible to imagine a world without personalization and optimization
using data; still, the way it’s currently applied to video content is very much
behind. We are here to change this by making personalizing videos possible in
an automated way. Summy is an AI platform generating insights from video
by analysing video using AI. Besides providing feedback to the video makers,
Summy determines the most important shots for its goal and audience,
making it possible to generate various personalized and optimized videos
from one base video.
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Searchr

Facilitating transition
towards a data-driven
media market 4.0

www.noscos.com
Latvia
Arturs Sprogis

Veeplay

Searchr is a complete hybrid cloud solution for remotely searching, managing
and repurposing media content. The Searchr software includes cataloguing,
media management, AI/ML-driven auto tagging, and workflow automation.
It can be deployed on an on-premises appliance, in a cloud-based
environment, or in a hybrid environment.

www.veeplay.com
Germany
Sebastian Vaduva
Veeplay is a video API platform that makes it easy for developers to build
and monetise video experiences into web and mobile applications. Veeplay’s
product line-up includes a universal video player SDK, and a powerful set of
APIs used for transcoding and streaming content with minimum latency
across the world.
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Playtrecks

Facilitating transition
towards a data-driven
media market 4.0

www.playtreks.com
Belgium
Anjo De Heus

Voxalyze

Playtreks is an ai-driven data analytics platform with powerful insight
tracking and discovering music in charts & playlists, insights from social
media, and find out what people are listening to, and additionally provides
you with blockchain-based music distribution to all major streaming stores,
while you keep all royalties, all in ONE place. we are a platform where creators,
artists, producers, record labels, teams can earn revenue from published
content. playtreks is an ethical and transparent business model where
creatives can monetize exclusive content and earn significantly more.

www.voxalyze.com
Germany
Alexis Hue
Voxalyze allows podcast producers to measure and optimize the visibility
of their content to boost their audience thanks to its Podcast Visibility
Analytics solution.
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Improved
accessibility and
inclusion of
media outlets

Wanted TV

Improved
accessibility and
inclusion of
media outlets

www.wantedtv.com
United Kingdom
Sezer Tunca

JDaily

Wanted TV helps video streaming consumers to find the most relevant
content to watch by providing them with personalised recommendations
based on their watching habits and social interactions with their friends.
Most streaming platforms struggle with discoverability, often being at the
end of that process. With a focus on the untapped social discovery market
and user-related data, Wanted TV intends to put them back at the center of
it hence driving user engagement and retention.

www.jdaily.it
Italy
Riccardo Sarti
JDaily is an application created to answer a clear question: “Digital natives
find stressful and tedious the current way of delivering news”. In Jdaily app,
users receive a “pill of news”, a custom pack of news where the content of
reliable sources is automatically transformed to fit the needs of the users.
Thus, the pill is customizable not only on topics but in length and format
choosing between a simple article, a podcast, a video, or an infographic. Our
mission is simple: fire up the interest of digital generation in the information
process.
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Speech Morphing

Improved
accessibility and
inclusion of
media outlets

www.speechmorphing.com
Israel
Daniel Radzinski
Speech Morphing’s AI-powered Natural Language Speech Synthesis (NLSS)
solution enables the creation of digital replicas of voices. Such replica provides
an accurate reproduction of accent, speaking style, and character within
the original language and across multiple languages. In the entertainment
market and media distribution, use cases include dubbing, automated
voice-over, audio-track voice restoration and re-creation, automated news
broadcasting, dynamic marketing, robotics, gaming, and implementation of
interactive voice bots.
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Other media
challenges

Spectalix

Other media
challenges

www.spectalix.com
Israel
Marcus Cohn

Kelp.digital

In light of the popularity of social media apps, media companies are struggling
to retain their own app users. Advertisers have also shifted some of the
budget to social media. Spectalix’ disruptive technology for the mobile
phone allows media companies to reclaim their users on their consumer
apps through all-out video engagement. Offered as an SDK or a white label
app, users will be able to instantly separate people from their background
either in a live video recording or a pre-recorded clip in the gallery (in lieu of
a green screen) and place them in branded clips of the media company visà-vis its talent.

www.kelp.digital
Estonia
Elena Tairova
Sharing content online today is like throwing a paper airplane. You never know
what will happen next. When copied and republished, the link between the
creative work and its author gets frequently erased: no content attribution,
no fair compensation. At Kelp.Digital, we work to make such links easy to
check and prove. We provide legally binding digital copyright statements
that travel along with the content when it’s shared online. If scaled, our
solution can make the market of creative content more transparent and
fair for all parties. Join us to make it happen!
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For press inquiries or to receive more detailed information
about any of the startups (investment/corporate portfolio),
please contact: info@mediamotoreurope.eu

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement Nº 871552.
This material reflects only the authorʼs view and the Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.
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